Swim Pool, New Floors To Be Built
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State, the Midwest . . . we got a paper from Minot, N.D., but the one that I’m proudest of came from Joe DeBonis. He was one of the referees in the championship game. Joe said that he never worked a game of such importance where a team showed the courtesy and court manners that our club did. I think I’m going to frame that one.”

DeVoe reviewed the season for the assemblage of alumni, called the biggest turnout in years. Guard Bobby Stevens, who made the winning basket in the NIT final, was introduced by H. M. (Mac) McEver as “the greatest Virginian since Robert E. Lee.” Stevens told how happy he was to play at Virginia Tech and then introduced his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stevens of Norfolk.

Stuart K. Cassell, administrative vice president of Virginia Tech, sketched the athletic history of the school since 1948. He listed the projects for the future as adding a polyurathane floor in the Coliseum; adding nine holes to the golf course; building enclosed tennis courts; adding to Lane Stadium in the near future; putting an artificial turf surface in the Field House; constructing an olympic-sized swimming pool, which is to be completed in two years.